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TRAFFIC ANALYSES
1

Background

1.1

Context

The resultant set of options presented in Chapter 5 are analysed in this chapter. Traffic
analysis data is provided that reinforces the selection of the preferred option.
The preferred road network and land-use option for the study area was developed through
an iterative process. A number of alternative network options were originally developed and
assessed as part of the Tralee Traffic study (SMEC, August 2003). Analyses of forecast
traffic movements using SMEC’s model of the area helped with the development of options
and significant traffic data is available in the Tralee report. The options from the Tralee study
were further refined in this study, as a consequence of the resolution of land-use options and
environmental constraints for Southern Broadacre and consistent with the outcomes of the
Tralee study.

1.2

Brief Requirements

The emphasis for the traffic analyses is on access arrangements and how the study site
relates to the surrounding area. The primary objectives of this analysis are to:
undertake a traffic analysis for the study area
analyse existing and future access arrangements for the study area and adjacent
development
analyse and identify necessary traffic improvements on existing roads and
intersections in the area including the capacity implications of new access points
identify how development of this area will impact upon surrounding suburbs and
roads
The following outputs will be produced from this analysis:
recommendations for general access arrangements and intersection locations
including preliminary cost estimates
recommendations for any necessary road infrastructure improvements and timing
pedestrian and cycle needs, including any on-road cycle lanes and off-road multi-use
paths

1.3

Other Studies

SMEC has recently completed two other studies in the area that are relevant to Southern
Broadacre:

Tralee Traffic Study (SMEC, August 2003).
This report provides documentation for a study of the likely transport needs for the proposed
Tralee urban development, in the context of associated potential development in the
southern parts of the City of Queanbeyan and nearby Yarrowlumla Shire. A local
environmental study and associated studies form part of broader investigations by
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Queanbeyan City Council into the development of residential areas in the south-west area of
Queanbeyan.
The purpose of this study was to investigate and assess the present traffic conditions and the
traffic impacts of the future development in the southern parts of Queanbeyan (and of Tralee
in particular), and to develop an efficient transport improvement plan to meet the present and
future demands of the local community.

Lanyon Drive Upgrade Study (SMEC, August 2003)
This report presents the findings of a planning and engineering feasibility study of the
upgrade of Lanyon Drive between Monaro Highway and Tompsitt Drive. The study
investigates opportunities for upgrading Lanyon Drive in the short-to-medium and long term
including its intersection with Monaro Highway. The report presents the results of a costbenefit analysis of upgrade options against a “do-nothing” base case.
The work in this report builds on the outcomes from these studies.

2

Existing Situation

2.1

Road Network

Existing roads in the area are shown in Figure 1.4-A. The study area is bounded by a
number of important roads, including:

Hindmarsh Drive
Hindmarsh Drive is a major east-west arterial skirting the northern edge of the study area,
providing linkages to Woden Town Centre, Fyshwick, Weston Creek and Canberra Hospital.
It has number of signalised intersections with some spare capacity for additional traffic. Its
intersection with Canberra Avenue is particularly critical.

Canberra Avenue
Canberra Avenue provides a major linkage between Canberra and Queanbeyan. It is a 4lane divided road and is relatively busy in peak periods, making it potentially difficult to
provide an access to Canberra Avenue.

Lanyon Drive
Lanyon Drive intersects with Monaro Highway north of the Hume industrial area and provides
a major connection between Tuggeranong and Queanbeyan. Lanyon Drive is a two lane
road with poor horizontal and vertical alignment and narrow bridges over Jerrabomberra
creek and the railway. Within NSW, Lanyon Drive and has recently been upgraded to a four
lane facility to Canberra Avenue.

Monaro Highway
Monaro Highway is one of the major north-south parkways planned for Canberra. It a 4-lane
divided road which has been constructed to a freeway standard from Lanyon Drive to
Moreshead Drive. The Dairy Flat Road section has recently been constructed to freeway
standard. It has a number of at-grade intersections adjacent to Hume, which create a
significant amount of peak hour congestion on the highway.
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Mugga Lane
Mugga Lane is a two-lane sub-arterial road and its intersection with the highway is controlled
by traffic signals. This intersection is heavily congested during the morning peak and causes
traffic to queue back into the Isabella Drive roundabout and along Isabella Drive.
Other roads of importance within or in close proximity of the study area include:

Sheppard Street
Sheppard Street provides the main local access road to Hume, via both Monaro Highway
and Lanyon Drive. A local link to Tralee is proposed via the southern end of Sheppard
Street.

Jerrabomberra Avenue
Jerrabomberra Avenue provides excellent linkages to Central Canberra. It has significant
spare capacity and has potential to cater for extra traffic.

Isabella Drive
Isabella Drive is a major east-west arterial that links to Tuggeranong Town Centre; its
intersection with the highway is controlled by a roundabout. Southbound through traffic and
west to north traffic bypass the roundabout.
These are the subject of analyses in this chapter.

2.2

Traffic Flows

Figure 2.4-A shows existing traffic flows expressed as AADT (veh/day) for key roads in the
study area. The busiest roads in the area (Monaro Highway, Canberra Avenue and
Hindmarsh Drive) are all carrying around 30,000veh/day. They are all dual carriageway
roads. Lanyon Drive is also busy, carrying about 21,000veh/day across the NSW border.
There are plans to duplicate this road between Monaro Highway and Tompsitt Drive.
Both Jerrabomberra Avenue and the northern end Mugga Lane are relatively lightly
trafficked, carrying less than 10,000veh/day. Jerrabomberra Avenue has significant spare
capacity.

2.3

Traffic Conditions

Figure 2.4-B provides an indication of existing peak hour traffic conditions, expressed as a
measure of level of service. It shows that most major roads in the area are highly congested
during peak periods (ie., LoS E-F).
Flows are very peaky on major roads in the area and there are relatively high directional
splits. This places significant pressure on the roads during peak periods, but at other times
traffic flows reasonably freely.

2.4

Bus Routes

Figure 2.4-C shows the existing bus routes in the area. The Queanbeyan services are not
well integrated with the Canberra services and none of the ACTION services stop at Hume.
Improvements to the services to this area are needed as development occurs.
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Figure 2.4-A: Existing Daily Traffic Volumes
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Figure 2.4-B: Existing Traffic Congestion
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Figure 2.4-C: Existing Bus Routes
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3

Land-use Development Assumptions

3.1

Southern Broadacre Scenarios

The proposed land-uses for the area have evolved as the study has progressed. Initial traffic
modelling was based on the assumption that a proportion of land east of Monaro Highway
could include residential development. In particular, this formed the basis of an assessment
of regional road network options undertaken as part of the earlier Tralee Traffic Study.
A more refined definition of environmental constraints and strategic development directions
provided by the ACT Spatial Plan Study indicated that residential development may not be a
suitable use in the area. The proposed land-use plan (shown in Chapter 4) includes the
following categories:
urban capable
urban capable subject to environmental study
industrial
institutional
institutional/nature reserve
There are a broad range of possible uses in the urban capable land-use category that could
significantly affect the amount of traffic generated from the area and the ability for the
surrounding road network to cater for this traffic. For this reason, four development
scenarios with different traffic generation characteristics were considered for the urban
capable land east of Monaro Highway, as follows:
1.

Residential use. This is a relatively low trip generation scenario. It was considered
in the preliminary analyses of network options for Tralee, but was found to not be an
acceptable option for Southern Broadacre.

2.

Similar land-use and trip characteristics to the existing institutional development
south of Hindmarsh Drive. This is a low trip generation scenario. It is likely to be
impractical and unsustainable to attract many of these uses to this location, without
a mix of residential uses.

3.

A mix of industrial, residential, tourist/commercial and institutional uses. The
industrial uses (115 ha) were assumed to be located in the south-eastern section of
the study area, north of Hume. Tourist/commercial and residential uses were
assumed to be located adjacent to Monaro Highway and the proposed lake (50 ha
tourist/commercial and 144 ha residential). Institutional uses would occupy the
remainder of the land in the urban capable category (176 ha). This is a moderate
trip generation scenario. It represents a preferred land-use option for the area.

4.

A mix of industrial, commercial and office park uses. Similar to scenario 2, except it
has no residential uses, has more intense commercial use (194 ha) and the office
park use is included instead of institutional (176 ha). This is a high trip generation
scenario. This was found to be impractical, both in terms of the amount of traffic
generated by these uses and the commercial reality of not being able to attract
much of these uses to this site without significant associated residential
development.
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For the purposes of this analysis all urban capable land was assumed to be available for
future development, including the land subject to environmental study. This is a worst case
scenario in terms of traffic generation.
The assumed land-use and trip characteristics for land west of Monaro Highway remained
constant for each scenario. The following assumptions were made with respect to these
areas:
There will be some infill development in Hume, occupying the available vacant land.
Future trip characteristics will be similar to the existing Hume development.
Waste management facilities will occupy a significant proportion of the proposed
industrial land adjacent to Hume, with associated low trip generation rates.
The proposed industrial development in land on the southern side of Mugga Lane will
be similar to Hume.
The quarry site will remain on Mugga Lane and it was assumed that no additional
development would occur here.
The institutional land south of Hindmarsh Drive will have similar uses and trip
characteristics to those that currently exist there.

3.2

Trip Generation

The assumed trip rates for the key land-use categories in Southern Broadacre are given in
Table 3.2-A. They are expressed in terms of trips per ha and are generally based on rates
measured locally in Canberra.
The rates for the commercial uses can vary significantly, depending on actual use. However,
they are generally at least double the rate for offices.
The residential rates include internal (ie., local) trips. These typically account for about 20%
of travel in residential areas.

Table 3.2-A: Assumed Trip Rates
Use

Daily Rate
(veh/day/ha)

Hourly Rate
(veh/hr/ha)

Comment

Residential

120

12

Based on standard densities and trip rates

Industrial

100

20

Based on surveys at Hume

Institutional

100

20

Based on surveys at Symonston

Office Park

250

50

Based on surveys at Fern Hill, Bruce

Commercial

500

100

Typically about double the rate for office park

Tourist/Commercial

400

40

Lower peak hour rate than commercial

Note: In undertaking the traffic modelling for the area it was assumed that no additional development
would occur at the quarry site on Mugga Lane. In addition, a lower trip rate was applied to the waste
management facilities (50% of industrial rate).
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There is a large area of land for potential development in Southern Broadacre and limited
road capacity to serve it. Table 3.2-B gives an indication of the potential amount of traffic
that could be generated for different development scenarios in Southern Broadacre, using
the above trip rates and the available land areas in each land-use category.
This indicates that a large amount of traffic could potentially be generated by the
development of Southern Broadacre. The “institutional” scenario would generate the least
amount of traffic. The “office-park” mix scenario would generate the most traffic. The other
scenarios (“residential” and “preferred mix”) would generate slightly more traffic than the
“institutional” scenario.
Preliminary traffic modelling of the “office park” scenario indicated that it would require
significant infrastructure to service the demand from this area. Thus, this scenario was not
analysed further. The “preferred mix” option would produce an intermediate, but potentially
serviceable amount of traffic in the area.

Table 3.2-B: Southern Broadacre Trip Generation (veh/day)
Land-use

Scenario 1
(“Residential”)

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

(“Institutional”)

(“Preferred
Mix”)

(“Office Park
Mix”)

Urban capable

38,000

31,700

48,300

95,100

Urban capable subject
to environmental study

20,100

16,800

18,000

57,300

Industrial

29,200

29,200

29,200

29,200

Institutional

27,100

27,100

27,100

27,100

Institutional/ nature
reserve

5,800

5,800

5,800

5,800

120,200

110,600

128,400

214,500

Total

An examination of trips generated by land-use shows that the primary traffic generators in
the area are likely to be located in the urban capable land east of Monaro Highway. This is
likely to generate about 50-65,000veh/day, based on the most probable land-use mix for the
area. However, it could be as low as 30,000veh/day, depending on future studies of
environmentally sensitive land and actual uses that locate in the area.
A comparison of estimates of trips generated by existing Canberra suburbs provides an
indication of likely road needs. Kaleen generates approximately 30,000veh/day and has
three primary exits (Ellenborough Street and the two ends of Maribynong Avenue). A
number of major roads are needed to service 65,000veh/day.
The institutional uses west of Monaro Highway could also generate a large amount of traffic
(about 30,000veh/day). However, the roads in the vicinity of this development have some
spare capacity.
The ability of the network to cater for future development depends on network improvements
and the distribution of growth elsewhere. This is assessed in the following sections of this
report.
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4

Traffic Growth and Impacts

The traffic modelling for this project has been based on trip matrices originally derived from
TRANSTEP and refined in TransCAD using the latest population and land-use data for the
region. NETANAL produces traffic forecasts from node based data (intersection layouts and
controls) using travel matrices from TransCAD. All key roundabouts and signalised
intersections are coded into Netanal, including likely future intersection controls.
Modelling was undertaken for the AM and PM peaks. AADTs were estimated by averaging
the peak flows and factoring them by nine.

4.1

Long-term Traffic Forecasts

Two sets of traffic modelling analyses were undertaken for the long-term (Canberra 500,000
population; approximately year 2041):
an analysis of the alternative road network options presented in Chapter 5 using data
for the “institutional” land-use scenario
an analysis of alternative land-use scenarios for the preferred network option
Forecasts for Alternative Road Networks
Plots of traffic forecasts for each of the network options are presented in Figures 4.1-A to D.
Flows are in vehicle per day and are proportional to the width of the lines. Annotated AADT
estimates are provided at key locations in the network. The results of these analyses are
summarised in Table 4.1-A.
A comparison of the results for the alternative network options indicates that the Lanyon
Drive Interchange option would attract more traffic to Monaro Highway, Mugga Lane and
Long Gully Road. Less traffic would use the NSW section of Lanyon Drive and Canberra
Avenue.
The other options would produce a similar pattern of traffic movements. The Tompsitt Drive
Extension options would attract more traffic from Monaro Highway to the new east-west road
through Southern Broadacre. However, the traffic analyses indicated that there would be
marginal differences in traffic forecasts for these options.
In each of these options, Monaro Highway will carry most of the additional traffic due to
development in the region. Volumes on Monaro Highway through Hume are expected to
increase by about 20,000 veh/day over the next 40 years, requiring another lane and the
provision of freeway (grade-seperated) conditions along this road.
The highest growth is likely to occur on the section of Monaro Highway between Hindmarsh
Drive and Canberra Avenue. This is likely to become a major bottleneck in the future,
because of the close proximity of the two interchanges.
Traffic growth will also be high on Mugga Lane and Long Gully Road, largely due to the need
to incorporate Mugga Lane into a proposed interchange with Monaro Highway, Isabella Drive
and the proposed Dunns Creek Road. The latter road will provide an important regional
connection to Tralee and Googong, as well as other potential urban developments in NSW.
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Table 4.1-A: Long-term AADTs for Alternative Network Options
Road & Location

Jerrabomberra
Extension

Lanyon Dr
Interchange

Tompsitt
North

Tompsitt
South

Canberra Avenue at NSW border

14,700

12,700

13,000

13,100

Hindmarsh Dr west of Mugga Lane

36,600

38,100

38,000

37,600

Hindmarsh Dr east of Monaro Hwy

33,400

30,800

30,900

31,100

Jerrabomberra Av north of Hindmarsh Dr

12,300

14,700

16,200

16,100

Jerrabomberra Av west of Monaro Hwy

0

12,800

12,700

13,200

Jerrabomberra Ext east of Monaro Hwy

0

36,700

35,600

32,400

Jerrabomberra Ext at NSW border

0

22,200

22,200

16,500

Lanyon Dr at NSW border

29,000

6,600

1,100

16,900

Lanyon Dr east of Monaro Hwy

37,500

0

0

0

Long Gully Road west of Mugga Lane

26,600

24,800

25,200

24,900

Monaro Hwy north of Hindmarsh Dr

74,600

75,600

75,200

75,300

Monaro Hwy north of Lanyon Dr

56,500

50,800

50,700

52,200

Monaro Hwy south of Mugga Lane

48,700

45,400

45,600

47,300

Mugga Lane south of Hindmarsh Dr

12,200

8,000

7,900

8,100

Mugga Lane west of Monaro Hwy

29,500

24,500

25,000

24,800

Note:

(“Preferred”)

1. Jerrabomberra Ext is the proposed extension of Jerrabomberra Av east of Monaro Hwy.
2. Based on modelling with the “institutional” land-use scenario
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Figure 4.1-A: 2041 Daily Flows – Lanyon Dr Interchange
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Figure 4.1-B: 2041 Daily Flows – Tompsitt North
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Figure 4.1-C: 2041 Daily Flows – Tompsitt South
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Note: Based on “Institutional” land-use scenario
Figure 4.1-D: 2041 Daily Flows – Jerrabomberra Extension
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Forecasts for Alternative Development Scenarios
Modelling of the development scenarios outlined in Section 3.1 was undertaken for the
preferred road network option. Results are presented for three possible options:
5.

“Institutional” (scenario 2)

6.

“Preferred mix” (scenario 3)

7.

No development

The latter option was included to isolate the impact due to development in Southern
Broadacre.
Plots of traffic forecasts for each of the development scenarios are presented in Figures 4.1D to F. Traffic flows are proportional to the width of the lines.
The results of these analyses are tabulated in Table 4.1-B. It shows that there would be
relatively small differences in traffic forecasts for the “institutional” and “preferred mix” landuse scenarios. Important differences become apparent in a comparison with the no
development scenario.

Table 4.1-B: Long-term AADTs for Alternative Land-use Scenarios
Road & Location

No
Development

“Institutional”

“Preferred Mix”

Canberra Avenue at NSW border

12,200

13,100

13,300

Hindmarsh Dr west of Mugga Lane

31,100

37,600

38,300

Hindmarsh Dr east of Monaro Hwy

23,900

31,100

33,100

Jerrabomberra Av north of Hindmarsh Dr

9,500

16,100

14,200

Jerrabomberra Av west of Monaro Hwy

8,000

13,200

13,400

Jerrabomberra Ext east of Monaro Hwy

16,900

32,400

33,200

Jerrabomberra Ext at NSW border

13,000

16,500

16,400

Lanyon Dr at NSW border

15,400

16,900

17,000

Long Gully Road west of Mugga Lane

16,100

24,900

24,800

Monaro Hwy north of Hindmarsh Dr

60,700

75,300

76,100

Monaro Hwy north of Lanyon Dr

48,700

52,200

52,700

Monaro Hwy south of Mugga Lane

44,800

47,300

47,900

Mugga Lane south of Hindmarsh Dr

5,400

8,100

8,400

Mugga Lane west of Monaro Hwy

18,700

24,800

25,500

Note:

1. Jerrabomberra Ext is the proposed extension of Jerrabomberra Av east of Monaro Hwy.
2. Based on modelling with the preferred network.
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Note: Based on preferred (“Jerrabomberra Extension”) network
Figure 4.1-E:

2041 Daily Flows – “Preferred Mix” Use Scenario
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Figure 4.1-F:

2041 Daily Flows – “No Development” Scenario
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Figure 4.1-G: Difference in 2041 Daily Flows With and Without Development
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Details of the differences in flows with and without development in Southern Broadacre are
provided in Figure 4.1-G. This is based on a comparison of the “preferred mix” scenario with
the no development scenario.
Differences are most evident at the northern end of the study area. In terms of impacts on
existing roads, the biggest changes will occur on Monaro Highway, Canberra Avenue,
Hindmarsh Drive and Jerrabomberra Avenue. Other important changes that are direct result
of development in Southern Broadacre will occur on Mugga Lane and Long Gully Road.
Figure 4.1-F shows that there would still be a significant amount of traffic using the
Jerrabomberra Avenue Extension even without development in Southern Broadacre. Traffic
volumes on Monaro Highway in the vicinity of Hume would still be close to 50,000veh/day.
However, there would be a significant reduction in traffic using Long Gully Road and
Hindmarsh Drive, as well as the critical section of Monaro Highway between Hindmarsh
Drive and Canberra Avenue.

4.2

Medium-term Traffic Forecasts

A plot of traffic forecasts for the medium-term (Canberra 400,000 population; approximately
year 2016) is presented in Figure 4.2-A. A comparison with estimates of existing traffic
flows (Figure 2.4-A) indicates that traffic growth will be most evident on Monaro Highway in
the medium-term. There will also be some growth on Lanyon Drive, Mugga Lane and Long
Gully Road.
The growth in traffic on Monaro Highway will put increased pressure for improvements along
the highway. Some minor improvements are possible at the key intersection with Lanyon
Drive, as noted in the recent report by SMEC (August 2003). However, there will be growing
pressure to grade-separate this intersection, which is not in keeping with the preferred
network strategy. The final decision on whether to extend Jerrabomberra Avenue or to
undertake major upgrading of the Lanyon Drive intersection will primarily depend on
development sequencing in Southern Broadacre and Tralee, which will be largely driven by
commercial interests and environmental considerations.
The rate and extent of growth on Lanyon Drive depends on what connections are provided to
Tralee in the medium-term. The assumed 2016 network shown in Figure 4.2-A includes an
interim connection to Hume. It is probable that this will not be approved, even with Sheppard
Street extended through to Hindmarsh Drive, because of increased traffic through Hume and
adverse impacts on the operation of the Monaro Highway/Sheppard Street intersection.
Thus, traffic growth on Lanyon Drive will be higher and there will be some associated
reduction in traffic through Hume.
Traffic volumes on Long Gully Road are likely to reach about 14,000veh/day by 2016. This
will mean increased congestion along this road, putting increased pressure on its upgrading.
It is probable that the timing for the upgrading of Mugga Lane-Long Gully Road will coincide
with the construction of the Mugga Lane/Isabella Drive/Monaro Highway interchange. This
will depend on a decision to develop Tralee South and Environa and the need for a new
east-west road link to Googong (Dunns Creek Road).
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Figure 4.2-A: Forecast 2016 Daily Flows
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5

Road Capacity Analyses

Capacity analyses are important given the amount of congestion already evident in the road
network in the region. Traffic capacity analyses were undertaken using forecast peak hour
flows from Netanal. The Austroads level of service procedures were used to analyse midblock capacities and Sidra to analyse intersection capacities.
Midblock capacity analyses were undertaken for the preferred network option and the
Lanyon Drive Interchange option, whilst intersection analyses were undertaken for the
preferred network option only. These are the most probable future options for the region,
having the least impacts on the environment.
Some more detailed Paramics micro-simulation modelling of traffic operations along Monaro
Highway and Lanyon Drive has been undertaken as part of the Tralee and Lanyon Drive
studies by SMEC. This has highlighted the difficulties of getting Monaro Highway to operate
as an arterial road with signal controlled intersections. A 2011 Paramics analysis of Monaro
Highway widened to 6 lanes and with twin right turn lanes at key intersections highlighted the
potential for significant congestion and queueing on Monaro Highway and adjoining road
approaches. There are also strong strategic planning reasons to treat Monaro Highway as a
freeway, as explained in Chapter 5. Thus, the following analyses are based on Monaro
Highway operating as a freeway in the future.

5.1

Roads

The results of mid-block volume/capacity analyses are presented in Figure 5.1-A to C. The
plots are colour coded, with red representing a high volume/ capacity ratio and significant
congestion during peak periods, whilst blue represents moderate levels of congestion. The
green links would have some congestion during peak periods, whilst the grey links are
unlikely to be congested.
Figure 5.1-A provides estimates of medium-term (2016) mid-block levels of service for peak
hour travel. It assumes that Lanyon Drive is duplicated between Monaro Highway and
Tompsitt Drive and that new local roads are two-lane two-way. It highlights significant
congestion on a number of important roads, including Monaro Highway, Canberra Avenue
and parts of Yamba Drive. This is not surprising given that these roads are already
congested in peaks. The additional traffic due to development in Southern Broadacre and
NSW will exacerbate existing problems.
The extent and level of peak hour traffic congestion will spread in the longer-term, as
illustrated for alternative long-term networks in Figures 5.1-B and C. The plots for the
alternative long-term networks (Lanyon Drive Interchange and Jerrabomberra Avenue
Extension) show important differences. The Lanyon Drive option would place increased
pressure on Monaro Highway and its alternatives (ie., Mugga Lane, Yamba Drive, Canberra
Avenue and Sheppard Street Extension). There will still be a number of congested roads
with Jerrabomberra Avenue extended through to Tralee (see Figure 5.1-C). Nevertheless,
this latter network option provides:
greater overall capacity
minimises potential impacts on Mugga Lane and Hume
enables better management of traffic travelling through Hume and the eastern area
of Southern Broadacre
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Figure 5.1-A: Forecast 2016 Level of Service for the Preferred Network Option
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Figure 5.1-B: Forecast 2041 Level of Service for Lanyon Dr Interchange Option
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Figure 5.1-C: Forecast 2041 Level of Service for the Preferred Network Option
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The capacity analysis results indicate that Monaro Highway will need to be widened to six
lanes, which is consistent with its original design. The major new roads in Southern
Broadacre would need to be 4-lane roads. Long Gully Road-Mugga Lane will need to be
duplicated at about the time that the Mugga lane/Isabella Drive/Monaro Highway interchange
is constructed.

5.2

Intersections

Preliminary SIDRA analyses have been undertaken for all newly proposed intersections as
well as some key existing intersections. The focus of the analyses has been on 2016
conditions. An outline of the outcomes of these analyses for key intersections follows.

New Access on Hindmarsh Drive
There is an opportunity for creating a new signalised access to the east of the Hindmarsh
Drive/ Monaro Highway interchange. SIDRA analyses based on 2016 and 2041 traffic
forecasts indicated that minor works would be required to ensure satisfactory operation here.
The critical movement is the westbound through movement on Hindmarsh Drive in the PM
peak. Linking the traffic signals along Hindmarsh Drive should ensure reasonable operation,
without the need for additional through capacity in the westbound direction.

New Access on Canberra Avenue
It is assumed that a new access to Canberra Avenue would not be required until the longterm. The SIDRA analyses indicated that there would be significant congestion at this
intersection in the AM peak, but that it would operate well in the PM peak. In the morning,
large westbound traffic flows from Queanbeyan to Canberra would conflict with new traffic
accessing attractions in Southern Broadacre. It would be difficult to provide a suitable
intersection arrangement here under signalised control. Analyses indicate that at full
development the right-turn access into Southern Broadacre would have to be gradeseperated to overcome morning peak traffic congestion here. The need for grade-seperation
will depend on the nature and intensity of development that actually occurs.

Lanyon Drive and Sheppard Street
This intersection would be signalised when Lanyon Drive is duplicated. It would operate
satisfactorily as a T-junction in 2016, but not as a cross intersection. The addition of a fourth
leg to enable development in the southern areas of Southern Broadacre would increase the
number of signal phases at this intersection, impacting on the operation of Lanyon Drive
traffic. The westbound AM peak movement from Queanbeyan would be most affected. At
this time there would be pressure to further upgrade Lanyon Drive and its intersections with
Sheppard Street and Monaro Highway or construct the Jerrabomberra Avenue extension.

Monaro Highway and Lanyon Drive
This intersection is already highly congested in the PM peak. SIDRA analyses indicate that it
requires grade-seperation in the medium-term. It is likely that this intersection will be gradeseperated. The alternative is to postpone any significant works here until a decision is made
about the Jerrabomberra Avenue extension and its associated interchange with Monaro
Highway. The latter option is preferred as it offers a better planning solution in the future, as
discussed in Chapter 5. However, it depends on major development occurring in Southern
Broadacre.
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Monaro Highway and Mugga Lane
This intersection is already highly congested in the AM peak. SIDRA analyses indicate that it
requires grade-seperation in the medium-term.

Hindmarsh Drive and Canberra Avenue
This is already a busy intersection during peak periods. SIDRA analyses of 2016 traffic flows
indicates that additional through capacity would be required on Canberra Avenue to ensure
satisfactory operation in peak periods.

Hindmarsh Drive and Jerrabomberra Avenue
There is spare capacity at this intersection. Analyses of 2016 flows indicates the need for an
additional right turn lane for westbound traffic turning north into Jerrabomberra Avenue.
More significant improvements would be required in the long-term, with the extension of
Jerrabomberra Avenue through to Queanbeyan.

Hindmarsh Drive, Mugga Lane and Dalrymple Street
There is already some peak hour congestion at this intersection and there has been a policy
to restrict the capacity of Dalrymple Street to minimise through traffic intrusion into Red Hill.
There is very little scope for increasing the capacity of this intersection. Traffic delays and
queues will continue to grow at this intersection with increased development in Southern
Broadacre. The Jerrabomberra Avenue extension would take some pressure off this
intersection, as less traffic would use Mugga Lane.

6

Road Access Arrangements

The proposed staging plan and road access arrangements for Southern Broadacre are
illustrated in Figure 6 - A. The first stage road works are shown in red. They include:
the duplication of Lanyon Drive
extension of Sheppard Street to enable development north of Hume (including new
traffic signals at Lanyon Drive)
a new link from Tralee South to Hume via Raws Crescent
The latter link is a cost-effective option for enabling initial access to Tralee South. It would
become a minor access once Jerrabomberra Avenue is extended through to Tralee. An
alternative first stage access to Tralee South would be the construction of the Jerrabomberra
Avenue Extension between Tralee and Lanyon Drive. This would require some minor land
acquisition in the north-western part of Environa, which may be difficult to achieve.
Road access already exists for further development in Symonston, via Narrabundah Lane
and Jerrabomberra Avenue. In addition, new development is ready to proceed along Mugga
Lane, just west of Monaro Highway. The development will include waste management
facilities that will be accessed via a proposed roundabout on Mugga Lane. This could also
service the adjoining land and potential industrial development on the southern side of
Mugga Lane.
Access via Hindmarsh Drive to the urban capable land south-east of the Hindmarsh Drive/
Monaro Highway interchange also provides an early opportunity for development. However,
it is preferable that this land is developed as a large parcel, to form a basis for funding the
proposed lake.
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Figure 6 – A Staging of Preferred Network
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The extension of Jerrabomberra Drive to the north of Lanyon Drive will depend on an
agreement between the ACT and NSW governments for this alignment. Thus, the road is
subject to confirmation.
The timing of the construction of the Jerrabomberra Avenue/Monaro Highway interchange is
an important issue. It is not appropriate to build an at-grade access here initially. The
impetus for its construction is likely to be a decision to locate a major development east of
Monaro Highway; a development that justifies the lake. Another driver for construction of the
interchange could be additional traffic generated from NSW, although this is less likely. An
interchange may need to be built at Lanyon Drive/Monaro Highway if major development is
slow to occur in Southern Broadacre.

7

Pedestrian, Bicycle and Public Transport Access

Figure 7 – A shows potential future public transport and bicycle facilities in the region. The
public transport facilities include:
new bus routes better serving the ACT/NSW region in an integrated manner
transit or bus lanes in the median of Monaro Highway
a possible alignment for the very high speed train
There is also potential for a light rail route using part of the existing tourist railway, part of the
VHST route and the rail link to Kingston. Its extension to the Parliamentary Triangle and
Civic would make it more viable.
Indicative trunk cycleways (multipurpose paths) are shown in red. Importantly, they are
shown as an integrated network in ACT/NSW. On road cyclepaths are not shown but they
would generally follow bus routes along major roads.
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Figure 7 - A: Public Transport and Bicycle Facilities
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